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lS.miss Djuric Appeal o·anied

. N~ 'ft(
~
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· . . Djuric was retired by the Regents in All gust on
The New MexicQ Supreme ·Cou.,ri ... y·~eat4erdaY
.chargeaofmentalincompetence,
denied a motion by the Re.,ntl to diJmiei
Sinaer said that .the Regents bave filed an answer
filed against ·their decllion ·tQ·(Jm.roll'liiRtlril!y:
, 1· ' . ll!!l!l!i!'!!'!l!"_ _.._._._.....,_ _ _ _.......,• ...,.,.;;;;,;,;;.;..-;..;;;;_.-.._
~xUNM·Profeaaor Jovan D,juriC.:<'··. <~ ·
~".:..:~t:~'i.,;o·...,.. :-,.·", ·:~"'i".'r·· .. The Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee,/
The court alao denied iJ motion
, "~!(·:, .. ·which was orlginal/y scheduled to hear the case,
:~~~e~n~r..~e~

to

·

and combine it with.·
Sl!preme Col!rt.
The Supreme
Djuric and the UNM ACIJW'IJ..IJI~.:c~;
CoJ1!mittee (AFTC) "'q~J,eiJ'tUO.J
jurisdiction to retire Djuric.: . ·
The AFTC co1denda that
before them, Iince thej vnti:Ad·•t:n.UY~!MF·I~'!!
because of queatiotu qf
retirement. ·
.,
The· action filed in;·(Q,I~~«;~:
whether the Regenta had aufDClll;tJit
Djuric,
. ' .' ._..

i1r,J24
.
• \

1\

·

.tbat involuntary retirement was illegal slnce
·'Fa.erulty Handbook authorized it only if
in ·accordance with a-state statu·te.
ap}lteal and that the ·judge will
w111ettaer
Regents had aufficient
evi.de11ce ~tire Djuric. . '
.
either revel'se ·or affinn the decision. In
1••eitJter cue, aomeone will appeal to the· Supreme
.. · · ' .· Court," he aaid.
;, ~ .. . . Singer. iaid that he filed a brief for the Supreme
~1, ·; Court action yesterday and that the Regents now
· ':- · · have 30 daya to file an answer.
·.,"The court uauallY. he_ars a case about 30 days
~eview

after the briefs are·. in," Singer said. "Hopefully.
they'll reach a decision sometime during January.''
The AFTC, which orijlinally was scheduled to
hear the case, ruled that involuntary retirement was
illegal since the. Faculty Handbook authorizes it
only if administered in accordance with a state ·
statute.
.
·
The committee said that since there is no state
statute, they could not hear Djuric's case.
At this point the Regents ordered the AFTC to
hear the case.· When they,_again declined,. the
Regent& decided to hold a hearing themselves.
• · After ·the two day hearing, the Regents voted t.o
.
involuntarily retire Djuric:
·Djuric is protesting the move the they merits of the
case: He says he has no disability and that the
decision was a result of, misunderstanding and
departmental politics.
·
The AFTC is protesting on the grounds that the
Regents do not have the jurh;diction to hold a
hearing or to involuntadly retire a faculty member.
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.State's Top Democrats

..-, · Join· Kennedy FOr Rally

By JOHN R1JCKER
'Cram a group • of a1eepy
~ptocrats, the Albuquerque: High
· Scbool -band, auorted candadates
for office, Governor Kine and Joe
Montoya into a small comer of
th~ E;iVic Auditorium at seven
~:",!!}4 Ted Ke. nne~y an<l what

there· for a civics.coune, parents They want the dempcratic party
of the young people in the band . in Congress to right America's
and hard core Democrjl.ts eager to economic ills." All that was
be healed by the Kennedy speech.
missing were the strains of "The
A hush eventually feU on the Battle Hymn of the Republic" to
crowd, and a man wb.o could have
make it official.
·
come directly frop~ Oral Roberts · After similar apolcalyptic
University strode on stag~ to. sing statements fYom ~:ttate. chairman
• '<l"QQll\~,..,'tlt-.R!fmJ:tmmt~~'IJQ!6n'BYo'h~19Ml'lm~''·•······ ....... 'J!ei( .. J\Iexar:ider bnd Bruce King,
· -"lneeting.
·
·
the crowd was trf!ated to "Mr.
.
Not that the politicians in this
Excitement," Jerry Apodaca.
stat~ couldn't do without some
'
Apodaca generated a tidal wave of
moral guidance, but the Cult of
r •
apathy with statements like, '•It's
the Kennedys reached an almost
people like you who are going to
;Jiagiualtric climax.
This performance was followed be enthusiastic during the last
'l'he rally, whose major purpose by that of Senator Joseph days of the campaign." Despite. an
was to boost the campaign of Montoya, who set the. mood by obviously staged cry of "let's do
Roberto Mandragon, started out delivering 8 short speech that it!" from the back of the room,
lfke any Billy Graham salvation m.i g h t have come from Apodaca was his usual dull ~If.
rally. The AHS band played the Dc!uteronomy.
·
The crowd obviously wanted
"Theme From Shaft" and a
Terrible Swift Sword
Kennedy and the sooner Jert·y got
talented folksinger entertained the·
"We-see here the ingredients for on the stage the better. ,
crowd as they pressed .into the a great democratic victory in
The AHS band struck up "Can
d-imly lit basement of Civic November,u intoned Montoya. Can," and with this improbable
"People are marching everywhere. musical background, Le Grand
Auditorium.
'lbe
throng
was
an
o4Jd
·as·
The American people will give us Teddy entered, amid , cries of
Sen. Kennedy Stumps For NM Ol!mOCrats In Albuquerque
a mandate for good government. ctViva! Viva!"
10rtment ot elementary sehoolers
K*ennedy has undoubted
charilima, and his effect on _the
audience was electric.
Unexplicably, Kennedy did not
make a speech when he reached
· By SARAH SEIDMAN
worker support. Erickson said he has a 37 per
the stage.
..~
A grievaQce filed by the Communication cent of the almost 500 workens employed by
Instead, Ben Alexander took
Workers of American CWA) api111t UNM for . the ·university (about 135 people)and Gamer
the podium and introduced all the
hiring non-university janitorial services ia still claims 50 per cent support with "250 or
state candidates present. This
in litigation, CWA president Darwin Erickson more, workers behind him.
·
killed the inertia created by
.
· Erikson helped negotiate· ia 9.6 per cent
said today.
Kennedy faster than a car
"The university must reply to dU1' salaryincreasethisfa1'1-abouta24centhikein
skidding off the Chappaquiddick
complaint by October 29," Erickson said •. · ~'
the hourly base wage of $2.10. .
.
bridge.
If the reply is unacceptable w the CWA,, • , . Ganter aaid the sala"ty contract did not
Nor was Alexander's opening
the grievancE! will go before a six·member.' 'include a cost•of-living increase, and that it
~!atement ge:U'ed for applause.
arbitration board composed ()f National Laoor · was ratified by Jess that 50 CWA workers.·
"The people of New Mexico are
Board personnel.
.
•.
''In the .CW A guidelines it says that the
worried," he said, ,.and they have
"We'll pick three professionnl arbitratq.r1f ... CWA is the bargaining agent for the union and
· every right to· be." Alexander was
who have Pl'<'Viousfy 'found' ..rot the union, the non•union membership," Garner said.
refering to the economy, but it
and th~ univE>rsity will ch001e thi! other thi'in!·. ·. . ·"They should have held a public meeting
seemed a strange way to introduce
members," ~rickson said. . . . . . . . . ....... · . with Sf!cret ballot for all workers instead of
Kennedy.
Resolution does not apprir likety·'uttfltir'at ~ ·• vo"ting on i't in a CWA meeting with only ·a
Ro be'rto Mondragon was
least January of next year," Erickson ladd'~ · ,, · ·.. ·small pe'rcentage of the. university wor).(e}'S
·chosen to introduce Kennedy, and
Ericksop has settled other worke'f iuue~ bY · there."
·
:his short SP!!cch in "Spanish and
talking lo the three directors of the phywical ·. .
. ''. .
English was well received. During
plant, and has filed other grievartces through. ( . . . . . Union Structure
Mondragon's remarks all eyes
the CWA; the latest involving an employee ·· "!.·' -·. En'C'lra«n said his union ''il for tinanieaJ ·
were on Kennedy, superbly aloof,
like Daniel Webster politely
tired for "sugge~tivif comments'' tu anothe~ •· e:quldity first •., Socill chilnge will come tater
waiting for Gerald Ford to finish
employee.
. · . . .·.
. . • through politicfd presaure by a strong union,
speaking.
Joe Gamer, spoke8man for. the univenity ., which is .what we can have if people h~te on
workers in ~onflict with the CWA, said he it, e!ampus will work- for it "
Kennedy went over his "rtotes"
also filing worker grievances outsidl!· the uni·of! ~~:. Erickson aereed that CWA membership is
with a nourlsh, making occasional·
corrections, From the press area it
banner. He .. handles worker probhrms · .uf ··tow, but he oid that if Gamer tried to start a
could be plainly seen that
back-wages and racial discriminatitJn•.'tiiRoogfi. ~-.iiew uldon · before the CWA contract with
Kenne-dy's uspE!ech,. consisted
P. M. Alarid; director of the Pt!~Je>~nd' ·Q,ftiel!.t;' 11NM e~pifel ;in' June~ 1975, .,the university
only of blank paper.
Workers Split. · •· . •·:,_·· · ·::·'· ·•,. · could' ·~eeertity the CWA. and all union
(Continued on page 2-) ·
Erickson and Gamer ttill di'U~:tt)t.l~~i.:.:~dYity·lorone full year•.,
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Master Plans For Propo·sed SUB Unveiled
By JUDY. E~LIS
'lbe preliminlllY master plans for a new,
improved student union were unveiled
'
Wednesday in the lou,nge of the SUB.
." To the collecUve ohhhs and ahhhs of
aunounding students, Tpny Predock,
architect for t,he project, explained the

SUB's eraffiti 'jungle, one encounten a
plethora of suggesti,sms.
One student advocates wall to wall
carpeting "to stop the floor from shaking...
Another bemoans the lack of theater space.
Onll anaymous complainer would like to see
an "atmosphere conducive to student
interaction."

And where will all thesll epicurean the graffiti board reco~mended that i~
.
delights be consumed? Plenty of dining remain on the third floor.
space is in the planning, both indoors and · "Keep the Casa del Sol near the sun,.,
out. Sunken oudoor cafes, garden terraces urged onll student. "Don't move it to that
and spacious indoor dining areas arll in the awful dark dingy basement," pleaded
offing. Pred9ck's plans even offer another. One student was not especially
dining platforms which will extend off the concerned with location, "just replace the
taco dog food with meat."
SUB's south stairway.

And just what would constitute such an
atmosphere? Proposals abound. Expresso
coffee, greater floor space, lush gardens
and bucolic courtyards, twenty·four hour·
study 11reas. You name it, it's IISked for.
All this and more has been incorporated
in Predock's preliminary plans.

..
....

Improvement. and addition• he baa in atore
fortheSUB.
·
""l had ideu oli ·What the projectlhould
be1" uid Predock::~'l ;juatrau~J,nented those
ideu from 1Uftei~9-VA.iJ~. the Union Board
meetln11, foruma· and •by the grafitti

b9ard."

... .. ·• .....

:''lbere are·many. chann~l• open to what
the future atudent union needa, what tha
lt\l~nt.t. would Jikfl,.to .-ee, 1' he liid. "One
uf· th0111 channel• of in}SUt hu been the
~ffitl board." . . • ' ·-.. .. .. .
.
.
'And lll'llffiti inputhe'aiOt. ·
Viaually weaving one's way throuah the
I

··

..Give Me a K•'

·nviva Mondr'agoq/'" roared
Kennedy in a Harvard accent.
"Viva Mondragon!" yelled the
crowd. Ted proceeded to lead
cheen for the AH~ band, Bruce
King, Joe Montoya, and .•tall the
ather candidates." Every Kennedy
''Viva!" waa lustily an1wered by
tfte crowd.
·
When Kennedy; actually
launched into his ~peach, the
··e.trect waa in1tantaneou1. At their
Ji,at; Apodaca and Mondrilgon are
. mediocre apeaken, even by New
:Mexico 1tandards. KeMedy,
.(!Onsideted a front runner for the .
· pretidential ·nomlnatiOii Jlntil he
declined, ahowed them how
· wpeeches should JJe. made.
. 'lbere are miiiY who feel that
·;..

•

J'.

'

although Kennedy might have
removed himself from the
presidential race for 1976, he still
baa eyes for the Oval Office, and
is young and can afford to wait.
His speech at the Civic
Auditorium lends credence to
this.

With the exception of a few
almoat gratuitoua references to
state candidates, the issues
Kennedy tackled were national.
He sounded more like a man
running for otrice than a
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By ORLANDO R. MEDINA
The ASUNM· senate yesterday endorsed
Roberto Mondragon for congreu, sent a
funding bill for the Uhuru Sasa Dance Troupe
back to committee and heard the resignation on
Sen. Kit Goodfriend.
The Senate lir&t heard an addreu by
congreaional candidate Roberto Mondragon,
who explained his put concem for education
and hia future plans if elected.
Mondragon said he was for "quality and
equal educational opportunities," and pointed
out how in the paat he had worked .for. these
ideals. He also addressed himself to the
financial resources of his opponent (Manuel
Lujan) and pouible chanaes in the contribution
laws.
'lbe senate acted on a resolution after
looking at the educational voting recordl of
both men and endor&ed Mondragon.

Architect's model Of the Propol!lld Student Union Bldg.
And if one descends that atairway,
"'lbe third floor will be zoned for
proViding Predock's plans materialize, he · quieter function," said Predock. The Casa
wilt.find a rath•keller, recycling center, pet del Sol will remain,. but will be moved
exhange · area, day care center, meeting more 'to the ·west. The south end will have
rooms and not one, but two, theaters.
outdoor cafes, roof-top gardens and aun
·
Basement Plans
terracea, he laid.
Pred~k's basement plans include a
For those students tranacendentally
twenty-four hour atudy area, flea market inl)lined, the third floor will also contain a
areaa and' a bank. 'lbe present recreation meditation room. "It will bti the quietest
area will be expanded, and loeated near it place in the building," said Predock.
will be a student laundromat, said Predock.
An!l don't forget the rooftop. Predock's
If dirty clothea aren't your bag, you can plan• include observation decks from
always plunk on a piano in the proposed ·which you can iurvey the city. After
mUiic rooms.
you've had yout fill of the aforementioned
As for the fate of Casa del Sol, those activities and offeriniiS, you· can always
who did wish to scrateh their comment. on eacape to the roof.

testimonial speaker for Bob
Mondragon.
True, l,{ennedy did leave the
audience with three reasons for
voting Mondragon into office and
attacked Manuel Lujan, but he
limited most of his remarks .to
national issues.
His m01t virulent attacks came
on administration economic
policies. "What does this
administration want to do? It
wants to give tax breaks to Big
Business and Wall Street and they
want the working people to pay
for it."
"Now they are asking for a five

•

Troupe Bill Delayed
The senate ;heard from Sam Johnson,
representing Uhur Sasa, who discussed the
·length of time and reasons that appropriations
for the group were still in committee.
Johnson reminded the senate of trouble in
the last election when the election was delayed
due to a court suit.
Johnson said th01e problems were in the paat
and had not been the cause of a delay in
funding.
··
He added that Professor Harold Bailey had
appeared before the Finance Committee to
answer any questions concerning the proposed
allocation and this would dispel any notion that
the dance troupe was not interested in the
funds.
Johnson was referring to rumors that the
past troubles between the troupe and the senate
and lack of interest in funding were what kepi
the bill in committee.
Sen. Larry Abraham, chairperson of the
Finance Committee, said the reason the bill was
still in committee was because of unanswered
.
questions on the budget breakdown.
A motion was made to puJI the bill out of
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Presentsa Two-Day Seminar with
Theo Glmllel
OfHygcia Studios. Tetbury. England
R~carchcr in Color. Movement and Form
Based on Rudolf Steiner Priniciples
*

.

.

Before the three left, a shot was fired hitting tlie top
·of a desk in the room.
·
Campus police arrived soon after the robbery and
questioned the two victims and other residents on the .:
third floor of Zia. wing. Photographs of the room and ·
fingerprints were taken by police.
The victims said all three men were black and were
fairly well dressed. They denied ever seeing the- three
men before.•
Other residents said they had noticed the suspects in
Hokona for several days, and said they three men had
been asking questions about residents' names and room
locations.
A couple of hall residen~ reportedly chased the three
men, but Hokona Residence Director David Eppich said
neither he nor his staff could confirm this.
Eppich said there "was no paranoia or panic in the
hall after the robbery, .. and stated the advisors on duty
handled the situation well.
The Albuquerque Police Dept. is cooperating with
campus police on the continuing investigation.

COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB·ON TRANSFER LETTERING
AIR BRUSHESI..S,U..K SC.REEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/ POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATE~IALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS /CRAFT/
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
'
DRAFTING SUPPLifS AND PAPERS

Saturday-October 26, 1974-llt Group Harmonics Canter
ltcturls and Experiential Worllshops
limited ta 35 Ret~istrants .

256-9190
1031 SanMateoS.E.

Sen. Kit Goodfriend announced her
resignation because of what she called, "an
obvious power struggle in ASUNM,"
Goodfriend explained that what she thought
was a learning experience had become a political
1tepping stone for people to get higher office
whether on campus or state wide.
"I don't like what I see in ASUNM. People
running for higher office and conducting their
campaigns through the senate. Senate is here to
conduct busineu, not to. further the political
careers of a select few," Goodfriend said.
Goodfriend said good bye and the senate
then heard a performance by the Ballet
Folklorico Dance Group.
Vice-President Ernesto Gomez pointed out
that the entertainment by the dance group had
nothing to do with Goodfriend'« resignation.
In other busineu the senate filled two
poaition• on th!! Elections Commission and
confirmed Phyllis McMahon and Steve
Schrot!der to the Cultural Committee.
McMahon i1 chairperson of the Speak!!rs
Committee and Schroeder is chairperson of the
Popular Entertainment Committee.
Several senator& and Gomez questioned the
.two appointment. on any possible conflicts
that might arise between their committees and
the Cultural Committee.
Schroeder was specifically questioned on any
conflict concerning the use of Popejoy Hall for
concerts and other eventa which might appear.
Gomez pointed out that this type of
overlapping or committees had never been done
before.
Schroeder answered that he was interested in
any cultural events which might occur and that
he had season tickets to the cultural series.
He added that he would have time for both
committees.
The senate also aJlocated · funds for the
International Center to send two delegates to a
convention.

ART SUPPLY

Public Leeture:

171974 EUREKA (USA) ·301 spvlngs
Backpacking
and
MountaineerinG Tents
. onSAU -

Goodfriend Resigns

Lfi"GELLS

"Wholeness Through Color,
Sound, Mowement and Fonn."

-

committee but failed and the bill was sent back
to the Finance Committee for action.

"Color, Light. and Hialing-AII Day Seminar"

FINE Cl)STOM FRAMING

I

METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES
•

Fte-t3.00 I*Z.DO Sttld'tnll Sat. Single Smion
FH-12.110 (10.00 Stlidentl A. Day S.turday 11111 Friday En. Lecture

2510 CENTRAL AVE •. 286·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNS N GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344·5002

For fllflher lnl-tlonaMSellllur R'll14nllon:

COIIIIH!IGraupHalllltMOit:~Centre,

118 H.maN A.'re.S.E.
Phone26655'7

l
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Camp¥s p~lice are continuing. to investigate the,
recent armed robbery at Hokona Hall, and said
Wednesday they believe they have a suspect.
Barry Cox, head of campus police, said his
department has made some progress in their
investigation, and believe they may have one suspect.
. Cox admitted to the LOBO that drugs may have been
involved in the incident, but said there may be many
more "ramifications to the case." He· refused to
comment further.
·
,
The two robbery victims, Louis Falzera..f(l and Dennis
Dunleavy continued their refusal to discuss the inc.ident
with the LOBO. "Let's just say I don't want it exposed
for various reasons," said Dunleavy.
The incident occurred at approxirnateJy 9:45 p.m.,
Sunday, October 13, on the third floor Zia wing of
Hokona.
One of the robbery victims reportedly went
downstairs to buy cigarettes in the lobby and was
followed back to' his room by three black males; they.
reportedly entered the room, · pulled guns on both
Falzerano and Dunleavy, made them lie face down on
the floor and then tied them up.
The three suspects alledgedly searched the room
finding $150; they stayed about a minute longer, and·
then ran out of the room with the money."

niEO GIMBEL

(continued on page 8)

UNM Room 101 Milchell Hall
(Across Mall from ADM. Bldg.)

·------' .

ASUNM
Senate InAction Yesterday In the SUB Ballroom .
.

Se·nate Backs Mondragon

Friday-October 25, 1974-8:00 P.M.

.TRAIL HAUS
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Attacks Administration

Analysis

~.

~

·;·;·Kennedy Rallies Demos
.,. (Continued (rom. P,e 1)
:Mondragon finished • speaking
an~ Kennedy waa, 01), Looking
strangely like Ryan O'Neil in
mortician '• garb, Kennedy started
by leadinrcheen•....

.

.

t

Student Strip
If his present plans materialize, future.
students entering the SUB will encounter
fellow student offering their services and
wa•oes on tile "student strip," This strip will
consist of various walk-in shops and booths
offering a wide array of consumer goodies,
Acr088 .from this student bazaar, tllere
will exist an information zone, an
expanded art gallery and the student union
ballroom.
Food was also a major item of complaint
· among eraffiti scribbler&,
"Lilt food content-tell us what we're.
really eating," demanded one student.
Another aaked "to act rid of the Rack of
Nausea in the cafeteria-l'm tired of
playing meal-a•round." For thoae who felt
they were being nutritionally robbed by
the cafeteria's offerings, one student
au gge1ted "free Fred Flintatone
vitai.ninl-for th!! extr~t-eurricula ·~udent.t."
Nutritional needl aaide, plan• include a
completely new approach for purehaaing
cafeteria food.
·
'lbere will be no cafeteria linl!ll, said
Predock. Instead, there will be various food
booths, organized according to the type of
food being sold. This will allow for eaaier
purehaaing of food, he 1aid.
·
And in the middle of it all, said Predock,
will be the ever-popular food carrousel.

~

~·

I

Campus Police
Still Search·· for
Armed Robbers

""'
01
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HI·FI STEREO

•

Daily.Lobo

Perspective

Editor:
.
The lack of progress in the hir'ing of qualified ,Blacks at the University of
New Mexico specifically in faculty positions has caused me to question the
success of the University Affirmative Actioo Plan. In reference to the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the amendments of 1972, the Department of
Health, Education and Welfar11 has strict compliance guidelines which
affect businesses, industry and institutions of education which received
federal funds or federal contracts.
The implementation of such a plan must have the support of the
individuals dl.rectly responsible for hiring and promotion and university·
employees. The president of the university, his vice·presidents and
respective deans and department he;~ds should be aware of such guidelines,
which I feel that they are. If the universitY is t<uly responding to
affirmative action In a positive manner, l would appreciate very much If
the following statistics could be explained. These figures include both
faculty and staff positions:
People
Departments
Blacks
Anthropology
0
68
Biology
114
0
English
97
0
52
0
School of Business
19
College of Education
0
Secondary Education
30
0
0
Education Foundaticms
40
0
Department of Art
70
Music Department
39
0
122
Zimmerman Library
1
Comptrollers
122
1
52
0
College of Nursing
120
Continuing Education
0
In many instances the term minority Is misused and implies favorable
representation of certain groups of people and women. A department may
have several minorites listed but may not have any Blacks or Native
Americans employed. So as •to give the university community a more
concise· and detailed statistical view of our situation as it applies to
;~ffirmative action, I felt it necessary to give a personal observ<~tion from
my own perspective.
In am in no way implying that the University increase the number of
Blatks at the expense of decreasing the number of other minorities. I only
suggest that the employment figures for Blacks and Native Americans
should be greatly improved.
· If the legitimacy of courses offered by ethnic and women studies centers
can be questioned so as to prove their credibility, I strongly feel that the
legitimacy of complying with HEW guideljnes can also be questioned as to
prove the University's compliance to these policies.
Harold Bailey, Assistant Director. Afro-American Studies
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-~~-~Letters~~-----

·A Case. Of Being Misunderstood
Editor,
A reply to my opinion of Monday
appeared in yesterday's Lobo that I
believe misunderstood my point, since
the misunderstanding may be prevalent
I feel it important to reply.
The author of the letter, Orlando
Medina, correctly quoted me as saving
that an article should not be published
if it was an offense on thA hasis of sex,

The question as to whether Sen. Gins had
the authorization was answered by Paul
Johnstone's letter stating that " .•. I did give
authorization for the acquisition of the
place mats to you last spring •.• " Also a letter
from Gil Gonzales states that he OKed me as
the head of placemat project. Oid the people
who have the authorization actually have that
authority. Perhaps by looking into the law of
our constitution one can arrive at the
conclusion that they did.
When the final report was brought in· front
· of the senate the report did not include a
copy of the letter from Paul Johnstone nor
did the report mention that Paul did in fact
give Sen. Gins authorization. The Senate, in
their attempt to execute Justice, accepted the
Ad Hoc committee report (not a resolution of
censuring as stated earlier by the Lobo) and
after an extensive period of study ( a five
minute recess) the 19 page report was voted
on. The report was accepted without the
presence of Sen. Gins, nor was Sen. Gins ever
approached by any Senator of ASUNM to
discuss the committee's accuracy of'reporting
nor their conci!Jsion.
In conclusion, after study of the ad hoc
committee report, I was amazed that a report
so misinformed and poorly done was accepted
by the senate. Vital evidence submitted has
been excluded from the report altogether,
hearsay conversations have been used as fact,
and hindsight wishing is an essence the
remainder of the ad hoc committee report.
I hope the members of the ASUNM Senate
read this letter and take a flttle pride in
themselves, and begin to do the job that has
been so obviously thrown aside.
Senator Randal E. Gins

Mr. Medina· argued further that
race, creed or sexual tendf!ncies. Mr.
according to my own argument my
Medina called this a premiss from
'opinion' should not have been
which the conclusion could be drawn
published.
His grounds for supposing
that nothing should be published if it
caused offense to me. It was not even a this were that it presented, potentially,
premise, let alone one from which the a denial of freedom to certain
individuals.' It is correct that I argued
above conclusion could be drawn, it was
a conclusion to my argument that at for a particular denial of freedom and
asked for a form of censorhsip but the
the same time was a prescription for
reason I argued for this denial of
action. The only conclusion that can
be drawn from it is itself. I do not
freedom was that it presents a threat to
the freedom of other parties whos~
believe that anything which causes
freedom in turn does not, on any
offense to me should not be published
rational ground, present a denial of
there are many such articles that
should be published (e.g. Mr. Me~ina's freedom to anybody. The freedom I
used in having the article published
letter). I do believe that good political
.and moral argumentation should denied a freedom which, as I argued,
invariably be published but I do not does present a threat to the freedom of
believe that anything should be other people. Therefore, according to
my own account, it is not a form of
published if it includes an offense on
the aforementioned basis which is freedom that should necessarily be
irrelevant to the argument (part of my denied. I agree that I may n~t have
point was to show that such insulting made el<plicit enough the grounds on
language is irrelevant to any which I believe a particular form of
freedom may be denied but I think if
argumentation!. The basis on which
offensive language should be· Mr. Medina looks more closely into my
disallowed are quite clear and "logic" he will find it more consistent
independent of any subjective . than he gave me credit for.
considerations.
Christopher Jones

.
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As for the tax problem, that is the
state's problem. If you wish to harass
these people have the state tax J1eople
investigate them. If a vendor is holding
a small business license no one person
or small group should have the right to
restrict these people. For those who
don't have a license encourage them to
obtain ·one.
I seriously believe that the vendors
on campus are not a threat tiut that the
real threat is Sol Hoffman in his
attempt to have controls placed on •
these people.
Controls or eliminatiotl of these
small time vendors is a direct threat to
the free market process· which is
suppose to be the ideal of our society.
As for your business, Mr. Hoffman, I
used to occasionally eat there but after
this incident I will not be patronizing
Deli City any more.
Steve Burciaga

NO.INFLATION IN MONOPOLYLAND
.BY NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
.
WASHINGTON (KFS)-Evidently President Ford
made a mistake when he chose not to recommend
jumping tax on gas 20 cents a gallon and rationing
it. Both these measures would have had about the
same effect on itlflation as passing out WIN buttons
while devastating the already distressed automobile
industry, but they would' satisfy our craving for
Calvinist economics or bullet-biting.
The ascendant opinion among editoria:Jists and
comm11ntators is that good medicine must taste bad
and that it will somehow help us if. we turn our
freeways into. pedestrian nat!.lre trails. The
acceptance of this sort of Calvinist need for
self-inflicted pain is puzzling in nation that grew
up playing Monopoly. By all right~; anyone who's
ever had his token land on Marvin Gardens should
. be lmpe1·vious ·to the argument that a sudden rise in
the price of 4 commodity, i.e. gas, can eause
inflation.
In the game of Monopoly each player gets
$1,500, and the bank-that is the government ox the
Federal Reserve Board-getS to keep the rest. The
banK may make loans in the form of mortgages but,
!.lnlike what happens in Washington, it can't create
new money, The ratio of dollars to real estate or to
the n!.lmber of players is fixed and must remain the
same. How different from the United States where
the number of paper dollars per person has gone up
from 755 to 1940 to 6,049·last year.
In the beginning of a Monopoly game the relative
liquidity or cash on hand between the players
changes according to what properties they each buy.
ThUs a player who buys Pennsylvania Avenue (price
$320) or Boardwalk ($400) will soon find out he's
eaten into his $1,500 grubstake, ~hich may make it
difficult for him to buy Park Place from another in

a

order to complete his monopoly, To do it he may
hav? to pay .mor? than t~·e going rate, b!.lt. you'lf
notice that pr!ce me doesn t ca~se a general rJse. A!l
~hat ~appen~ IS th~t ~h~ buyer IS short on cash; he s
m a httle, pnvate hqu1d1ty crunch.

less is determined by how much the banker has
diluted the c!.lrrency at a rate of·not·I'!SS than 5.5
perc~nt and sometimes as high as 7 percent. This is
.the "tight" money policy you've been re;~ding
about.
·

..
N~w S\lppose he finds the money to put up hotels
on h1s monopoly so that he can charge $2,000 to
the unlucky wretch whose token lands there. What
does th,is sudden jump in the price of real estate do
to thE! economy of Monopolyland?
It transfers wealth. H makes player A richer than
player B, but it creates no rise in other rentals.
Quite the contrary, it tends to depress them since, if
the cash-short .B next lands on Virginia Avenue,
?Wned by C, B will try to convince Cit's in his own
mterest .to ~rop the rent and there~y prevent B
from gmng mto bankruptcy and leavmg the game.
In no event, however, is the purchasing power of the
Monopolyland dollar degraded,
Well, you may answer, in the real-life Ar11b
monopoly game there is a difference, In real life the
Arabs ralse their prices and rip off all the players at
once, and it is that "economic blackmail" which
causes the inflation. The situation is similar to that
in Monopoly land when one of the players draws the
Community Chest card which says: "Grand Opera
Opening-COLLECT $50' from each player." But
again this.is just a simple transfer of wealth. One
player is arbitrarily enriched at the expense of all
the others. There's no inflation.
The only way you can inflate a Monopoly game is
if the banker cheats by grabbing a fistful of money
from a second Monopoly set and hands it to the
players, who then use'it to pay their $50 assessment
for the Grand Opera Opening. To the receiving
player it will seem that he is getting his full $50
payment, but actually he is getting Jess. How much
·

. Now, if the banker cheats this way in a Monopoly
game, and the receiving player catches on as he
inevitably must if U1e cheating continues he's
going to demand $60 instead of $50 to comp~nsate
for the loss in the dollar's value. lie has no clioice
because there are now more dollars pe1• un\t of real
estate or per player than there were at the stal-L of
the game .
So the question is; What would happen if we used
a fixed money supply in real life as we do in the
game? We would have constantly falling prices, since
we would be making more goods more cars more
TVs, etc., to be purchased by th~ same num'ber of
dollars. The same thing would happen in Monopoly
if you kept the same total amount of money in the
game while you doubled the sil!:e of the board, In
real life this would also ultimately mean not only a
drop in the interest rates, but negative rates under
which the bank would Jlay you to borrow money.
It would also get rid of one of inflation's most
pernicious side effects, the obscuring of
relationships and happenings, Wl;ten the banker
cheats, neither we nor the other players can
distinguish between a real price rise and an apparent
one. Thus while we complain about what the Arabs
are doing, you need a green eye.shade and a
computer to know that in terms of actual
purchasing power they're really not getting very
much more for their oil than they we.Je 25 years
ago.
So, go directly to•jail. Do not pass GO, do not
collect $200, but don't forget to wear Y!JUr WIN
button.
·

When Real Est"te G.oes Up

.

five former .Nix~n associates that into evidence because they
the tapes of at least three of his differed with Dean's recollections.
meetings with Nixon-Feb. 27; 28
But Sirica, presiding over the
and March 13-did not square Watergate cover·up trial where
with his recollections. He said Dean was in his sixth day on the
"there were parts missing" in stand, immediately directed that
some and others contained the questioned tapes be played so
discussion he did not remember. the jury could decide if Dean had
The former White House been telling the truth about his
counsel did not say the tapes were Nixon meeting.
changed. But he indicated his
"You are not going to argue to
recollections-as he expressed this jury that this man (Dean)
them in the summer of 1973 to went up to the senate
t h e senate Watergate committee . . . and gave false
Committee-were correct and thus information when you will not let
co!.lld not vouch for the accuracy. · the tape be played, I think those
'fhe · prosec!.ltion said it had tapes ought to be played in order
decided not to submit those tapes to get all the facts before the jury
and let them decide."
The argument erupted with the
jury out of the courtroom as
Wilson, attorney for cover-up
defendant H. R. Haldeman,
sought to establish that Dean's
testimonY last year before the..
senate Watergate Committee-in
which he linked Nixon to the
cover-up plot-differed sharply
CLEVELAND (UPI)-The judge- in the Kent State shootings
from the White Ho!.lse tapes.
trial moved jury selection along swiftly Wednesday, leaving the
Dean, the 'former White House
defense and prosection with only three peremptory challenges
counsel, testified there had been
before the opening statements can begin. .
"a lot of overlap" in the subjects
The final composition of the jury was expected to be settled
discussed at the three mee.tings
upon some time Thursday morning, clearing the way for the
and that he told the prosecution
opening statements. The defense !.lsed eight of its 10 challenges
· after hearing the tapes he could
and the government use five ofits six challenges Wednesday. U.S.
not vouch that the recordings
District Court Chief Justice Frank J. Battisti dismissed three
matched his recollections.
prospective jurors himself, including one who said he already had ·
made up his mind who was to blame for the Kent tragedy and
another who said his judgment might be affected by his former
membership in an Ohio National Guard unit involved in the
shootings.
The 12 pel'Sons tentatively seated on the jury at the conclusion
of Wednesday's session were:
- Thomas P, lJallauer, a heating plant worker from Elyria; Jean
A. Messenger, a Shaker lJeights housewife; Arnette Young, a
vending machine maintenance man from Cleveland; Martin F.
Planisek, a school maintenance employee from Maple Heights;Paul
Mack, a Cleveland truck driver; George Muntean, a toolmaker
from Strongsville; William Pinter, a medical photographer from
Euclid;,GiadY,s Dillon, a Mansfield housewife; Janice Jackson, a
bank teller from Akron; Albert Cantale, a factory foreman from
Bedford Heights; David Naugle of Cleveland; and a woman
identified only as Barbara Reed.
.
On trial for allegedly assaulting and intimidating student
demonstrators on May 4, 197o-the day four students were killed
and nine were wounded in a 13·second barrage of national guard
gunfire-are eight former Ohio national guardsmen. The U.S.
·~
justice department charges.that their actions denied the students
The Studio va"'"
their civil rights.
400
San felipe N.W.
,.
Five of the eight face a maximum sentence of life
imprisonment if convicted. They are: James Pierce, Ralph Zoller,
William Perkins, Lawrence Shafer and James McGee.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-John W.
Dean III Wednesday questioned
the accuracy of several tapes of
crucial meetings he held with
President Richard M. Nixon in the
spring of 1973. Judge John J.
Sirica decided to let the Watergate
cover-!.lp jury decide who is
right-Dean or the White House.
Sirica also suggested that Nixon
might be called as a witness of the
court if neither the defense nor
the prosecution could vouch for
the accuracy of the form!:!r
president's testimony. Both sides
have subpoenaed him,
D e a n s a i d u n d e r
cross-examination in the trial of

Only Cho1"ce Is to Dema'nd Mo're

by Garry Trudeau
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·Ke-nt State Jury
Almost Selected
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Craving Calvinist Economics Et Bullet-Biting

Tapes· Accurac.y
Questioned
.

Who Has The Right
To Dictate UNM ·Policy?
Editor:
I became upset when I read the
article in the Lobo about Sol Hoffman
and . his attempt to rid the campus of
the vendors on the mall.
When does a person like Mr.
Hoffman have the right to come to the
university and try to pressure or
dictate policy about what will happen
on campus? Isn't tilat what we have an
administration for?
I would also like to know how these.
vendors are distracting from the
academic purpose of the universi!V?
They are not interfering with classes or
making noise or causing trouble in ·
study areas, just what is it they are
doing wrong? Could it.be that they are
distracting from your business, Mr.
Hoffman? Maybe they are better
business people' than you because they
don't have the overhead costs of
maintaining
as you have.
. . .. . .. -a shop
. . .

---------__;_------Column _ __.. .;__________....;_____
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Open Letter To The Students
"It's not whether you win or lose, but
how you play the game." An old English
quote refering to ethics, honor, and a sense-of
fair play. Perhaps a few members of the
ASUNM government have edged themselves
ahead in the petty game of trying to show Sen.
Gins to be a bad boy.
I think it is now appropriate to allow the
student body to judge for themselves.
• I would like to briefly take into account
the manner the committee report was written,
verified, and accepted by the student senate.
F i rst(y the committee report on the
acquisiti.on of the placemats was written up
from extensive research. This research
consisted of:
(1) One informal meeting with Sen. Gins
where only two memebers out of a 5 member
' committee were present. ·
(2) One formal meeting where 4 out of 5
were present. At this meeting the members of
the committee cross·examiriei:l Sen. Gins with
·
a barrage of two questions.
From this enormous amount of
investigational inquiry the committee drew its
conclusiqn that Sen. Gjns overstepped his
authC?rity and was involved in a conflict of
interest.
This conclusion was drawn because Sen.
Gins did not obtain three bids before allowing
Pflyco to donate the placemats. The
committee's vast wisdom is shown to be less
than competant, The law in question deals
with the university body "purchasing" gopds
or services. The placemats were free; therefore
no money transaction took place and the
·procedure "to obtain three bids is moot.
The committee's strai!tJt thinking and
· brilliant mentality aga.in missed their mark.
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lsooc' s Cubist Thoughts
"How to Build Your Own Living
, Sttuctures"
By Ken Isaacs
(Harmony Books/$4.95)

- *By* ORLANDO
*
MEDINA,

JOHN RUCKER and
JOHN FELIX
In this bood Ken Isaacs, horse
trader,· earth-nourisher, and
general survivalist has produced a
mind boggling binary whole
person ecosystem.
In detailed step·by·step
instruction with frequent
phptographs Isaacs describes how

The structure can be converted
to build the internationally famed
Josh Henry Living Structure, the into a table, a sidewalk cafe or a
Articulated Light Bulb an,d the sleeping cubicle for Qu.ll$imodo.
Fashionable young couples in
totally encompassing Micro House
Europe ranging from Mick and
series;.·
Isaacs, infatuated by Ducky fuller, Bianca Jagger to Francois 'and
seems to be never at a loss for Rubella Lizette have adopted a
pictures or plywood.
somewhat larger versior for their
In the Josh· Henry Living own use.
Young couples in America will
Structure, littered with photos of
his young son who 'is coincidentily find the structure inexpensive,
named Josh Henry, Isaacs easy to build and one which will
describes how the prinicples of provide hours of delight for their
mobility, storage, liberty and children,
To -the uninitiated,' the
autonomy drove him to Crel\te a
·Articulated Light Bulb would
plywood crypt for the infant.
seem a redundent device, but in
actuality it is organic,
fundamental to the concept as a
whole.
Furthermore the ALB can be
used with any living structure or
piece of equipment in Isaacs'
ecosystem.
They mystic cube provides
foc11s for the perfect balance in ..
the number six. Six, the eternal
number repeating itself in nature.
Six, three sixes. are the mark Of
the beast. Two sixes mark the
number of High Priests of Divine

Lobo
Review

of

Records

"Recorded Live on
Staee in Memphis"
Elvia Presley
(RCA/CPL1·0606)

• • •

By LARRY.MERZ
This is Elvis Presley's 43rd
album and h ia fourth live
recordi~g from Memphis. As is
usually the case with Jive records,
the clamor of the audience is
somewhat obnoxious, especially
the acreamina females that
populate a·n y Presley
performance.
There is the usual medley of
early rock tunes that include
"Jailhouse Rock," "Flip, Flop
and Fly " "Hound Dog," and the
inevitabie "Whole Lot of Shakin."
In between these hot numbers
there is even a quick version of
the Loggins and Messina tune
"Your Mama Don't .Dance.'' But
somehow the medley comes
across too easy, and is not very
effective. Along with- the rock and roll of
the 50's, Elvis does a few religious
songs. These range from the
gospel "How Great Thou Art" to
the traditional "Amen" harmony.
It is not difficult to sense Presley's
deep. religious con.victions and
everwhelming sincerity, Even the
concert-goers feel this and keep
the noise down during these songs
to a dull murmer.
If you're an absolute Elvis
- freak,' I think you 'II like this new
album.
1'Seven Bridges Roa&"
Steve Young
(Reprise/MS·2081)

than in Nashville because, "I
fought like hell out there (with
record company officials) ... one
day, I ran a whole vocal group out
of the studio.!' •
·
Young, whose songs have beenrec' orded by the Country
Gentlemen, Earl Scruggs, Joan
Baez, Eddy Arnold and Waylon
Jennings, was well received at this
summer's Waylon Jennings concert
held here in Albuquerque.
"I• It In"
Eddie Harris
(Atlantic/SD·1659)

• • By• LARRY MERZ
•

Eddie Harris is a fine saxaphone
player, and equally so, this new
album is a superb i!xample of his
musical talents. ,Along with the
sax, Harris plays the electric piano
on it with as much success.
The album is recorded
extremely well and offers a
variety of tunes from progressive
jazz to blues to soul. When Harris
plays the blues it sounds as if he
were reliving a lost love affair. Of
course jazz is second nature to
Eddie, and he knows soul as only
a blackman can.
The back~up· musicians are
perfectly suited for the album,
bringing together a Ul'lique
instrumental sound that is a
pleasure to hear. There are also
some good electronic effects that
were designed for "Is It In" by
Robert A. Moog. Along with the
versatility and skill characteristic
of Harris' sax playing, each cut
has that special appeal that makes
the entire album irristibly good.
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r.r.om••r·•md Susan McCullough, pictured above, appear

the UNM Qrama Dept. production of Ghost Sonata." The play, ·
written by August Strindberg, opens tonight at 8:30p.m. in Rodey
Theatre.
·

Tronsexual Suit Filed

-.

Junior Matt Segura placed 2nd in last weeks Colorado Cross Country
clash, in 33:18 six-mile.

Feldman To Sue U.
. William Marchiondo, attorney
for ex-football coach Rudy
Feldman, said yesterday that he
will file suit against UNM for his
client for breach of contract.
Feldman, who was fired at the
end of the 1973 football campaign
had two years left on a three year
contract given to him at the
beginning of his last sell$on.
Marchiondo would not say bow
much Feldman would sue for and
would offer no more information
until the document was filed.
"That will be when I get time," he
said.
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The suit charged that the
Trenton, N.J.(UPI)-Paula
school system dismissed her for
· .Grossman, a Somerset County
music teacher who underwent a .reasons which had nothing to do
with her ability to teach.
sex-ehange operation three years
"For having this curative
ago, filed suit in U.S. District
surgery,
I was dismissed," the suit
Court Wednesday, asking for
charged.
"It is my contention that
reinstatment to her tenured
Rama. Six. The number of legs on teaching position.
. as a law·abiding, tax·paying
citizen, my livelihood and career
an insect. Organic. Unchanging,
Mrs. Grossman, 55, of
like the ant, the world's most Plainfield, N.J.; was suspepded have been destroyed through
u n f a i r a n d u n I, a w f u I
from per post as a junior high
efficient recycler.
Six. Contemplate the totality. school teachers in the Bernards discrimination."
The Bernards Township School
Six. Six. Six. Six. Six. Six. Six. Township School District after she
Board
maintained the tenured
Six. Six. Six. Six. Six? SIX!
underwent the operation in April
post
belonged
to Paul Grossman,
Six. The cube. The underlying 1971.
. •
who taught in the school system
"I was the vitim of an unusual
schema in Issac's universe. The
for 14 years before the operation.
building block of the medical problem known as
Last February, the state
transexualism which in my case
microhouses.
appellate
division upheld a state
mandated
a
change
of
IICX
but
in
Armed with a hammer and
Education 'Department decision
good karma, the righteous soul no way interferes with my ability
that student might suffer adverse
can reject the rape of modem to teach," Mrs. Gros5man said.
psychological
effects by having a
society and create a total
Before the operation. Mrs.
teacher who changed sexual
Grossman's name was Paul
ecosystem for less than $2000.
identity.
The reliable Old Microhouse Grossman. While a man, Grossman
Paula said she spent most of her
has survived for ten years now, in was mar:ried, and his wife gave
life wanting to be a woman and
perfect harmony with its birth to three children. The wife
psychiatrists had diagnosed her as
surroundings. 'l'he New and children have supported Paula
a transsexu aJ.
provides all you· need tO survive in the fight to get her job back.
the coming Dark Ages in an eight
foot space.
Isaacs' creative genious is still
striving to provide positive
entropy. Indeed, the book is
nearly flawless. With one
exception.
Why must gentle
c osmos·bending Ken Isaacs
condone the slaughter of innocent
trees? Must his creations be
contructed of plywood? With new
ideas in recycled wastes, the
structures can surely be created
from that which has already been
used and cast aside.
All in all, this is an admirable,
mind blowing manual necessary
for the daily struggle for survival
in the plastic wilderness of
ti!eh nocratic, mass-produced,
suicidal living facilities.

20ih Century Fox Presenls

Matt Segura Runs DaY and Night

al
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By JOHN FELDMAN
Seven Bridges Road is Steve
Young's most recent album. The
title song is the Young song most
recorded by other artists and, like
the remainder of the songs on the
album, it is a blend of folk music
and Country instrumentation.
On the whole, it is a good
record, with better lyrics than
vocals. Young says of it, "I'm not
happy with it, my A & M album
. (c. 1968) was much better," He
- feels that Nashville hurried. the
recording of his Reprise album
atld that he senses this rushed
teefing in the record. However,
., Seven Bridges Road is the only
.X9U n J record readily available
since A & M discountinued Steve's
cOil tract. ·
.
He says now that he would
rather record on the We•t Coast

"'.....,..'
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SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3,1974
8=15 P.M. • POPEJOY HALL
RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT • GOLD STREET
·• ~~--~S-UB~B-DX_DF_FI_CE_IS_Tu_oE_NT_D_IsC_ou_NT-:-)____.

Feldman is now a coach for the
San Diego Chargers of the NFL.

. By HAROLD SMITH
Matthew Segura runs si~ miles
in the morning, nine in the
afternoon and three at 10:30 p.m.
every day, He is on UNM's varsity
cross coutnry team.
Segura, a junior, decided to be
a long-distance runner back in
junior )ligh in Las Vegas, N.M, He
said, "I was pole-vaulting and
somebody didn't show up for the
660 so I volunteered. And I won;
"That year I went undefeated, I
wish I could say the same thing
for high school. I only managed a
seventh pi ace at State.'' He
attended Santa Fe high,
Segura placed second in the la$t
Wolfpack confrontation against
the Colorado Buffalos here. His
teammate, Mark Bjorkland, took
third, and the Lobos won the
meet, 22-39. The Puffalos had not
lost a dual inthe last two years.
The usual Lobo leader, Blair
Johnson, was absent from the
East Mesa race because of a sore
knee, but Segura's 33:18 six·mile
made Johnson's temporary loss a
little bit easier for Coach Hugh
Hackett's striders to· take. Segura
has improved noticeably since last
year.
,
"Lsst year when I came out
here," Segura said, "I had just
gotten out of the hospital with
what was thought to be hepatitis.
Hackett offered me a scholarship
because of my performance prior
to going into the hospital."
Seaura was not recruited after
high school by a university team.
"I started running and beating
Hackett's guys last summer," he
said, "so I though I might as well
come out.
''I've improved considerably
since high school. It's because I'm
running with Blair'(Johnson) and
Mark (Bjorkland). They know a
little more about running and are
more experienced."
About the recently·developed
controversy concerning the
dangers of sports Segura said,
"You really don't know how
much your body can take. The
pain is not that bad anymore for
me. It was last year. "It's just
adjusting to running more miles.
"A lost of people are taking up
running to get in shape now, and I
think that's good."
l;:egura's advice for
inexperienced runners is, as he
said, "They should have a good

·-

J

coach, and a runner should run to
meet his own need.
UA lot of runners run what is
put upon th.em and hurt
themselves. Like right now most
of the team is doing speed work,
but I don't think that is really
going to help me.
"At this point distance should
be stressed. Maybe a couple of
weeks before the conference meet
(November 16 in Albuquerque) I
can work on that."
Segura's brother, David, is a
prep junior cross country man for
the Santa Fe Demons. Matthew
said, "He's one of the best in the
state. I started him out. He's been
training with me since he first
started in the ninth grade."
David placed fourth in the
National AAU 20-kilometer (12%
miles) this past summer in Denver.
He competed in the 19·atfd·under
age group. David was 15.
Comparing cross country and

track to the other UNM sportS
Segura said, "Not many athletes
at this university have three
seasons tb\!Y have to go through,
We have cross country, indoor and
outdoor track seasons. Then in
the summer you're out practicing
on your own."
Studying can be a probelm for
a full·time athlete too said Segura.
He studies between six and 10:30.
"Right now I'm budgeting my
free time," he said, "but in t}le
long run it will be all right,"
Coach Hackett is pleased with
Segura •·s performance so far,
Hackett said, "The Colorado meet
was the best he's run since he's
been here. He's a junior now and
he's getting the experience he
needs."
This Saturday the Lobos travel
to Boulder to participate in the
Colorado InVitational.
Segura said, "I think everybody
is finally getting it together.''

Daily Lobo

Sports
'Pups, Wildkittens 7
Tangle In Tucson
The UNM freshmen football team will lick its wounds and travel to
the University of Arizona for a 3:30contest Friday.
The game will be played at Catalina High School in Tucson. '
The. Wolfpups are coming off a 54·27 loss to the Arizona State
Freshmen last week, but the score is only part of the story. It was a
costly loss for the young frosh as leading rusher, Don Barnes, is now out
for the season. Barnes broke his wrist and will sit the remainder ot the
schedule out.
In addition, l<:evin Wellard, the second leading frosh runner, is
questionable because of a knee injury suffered in the Arizona State
game.
Richard Forrest from Carlsbad, N.M., will again get the call at
quarterback. Forrest bad completed 31 of 67 tosses this season for 468
yards and four touchdowns.
The freshmen will take a 1-3 sell$on mark into the contest with the
Wildcats. They have beaten New Mexico State 22·21, and have lost to
Western New Mexico 33·19 and Air Force 26·24 in addition to last
weeks ASU defeat.
The Arizona freshmen will take a 1·1 season mark into the game.
As a team the 'Pups have averaged 224.5 yards rushing per game and
143.5 yards through the air for a total offense of 368 yards per contest.
~ ~ ~~ ~ ~: :~: :~~$~ :~~$~~~: ~ ~ ~~:~~$!;:~$~~~~: ~~ :$~~~~~~~~: ~: ~ ~

"McDonald's Duarter-Pounder.OrOuaner·Poundet
with Cheese. JlJst right lor a heavy appetlle!'

BRUSH

Haines:
WAC B.est
I:lob Haines who was converted
into a running back only three days
before UNM's football contest
with the Wyoming Cowboys was
named theWAC offensive player of
the week.
Haines had started at cornerback
for the Lobos in the previous games
but with the absence of a ground
punch the coaching staff moved
him into the offensive backfield.
He picked up 150 yards in 20
carries and scored one touchdown.
lle broke one play for 53 yards.
After his one game pe'rformance
he is third on· the team in rUshing
behind Toby Parrish (174) and
Chester Goodson (170). Parrish has
played in five games and Goodson
six~

DENIM
Lt. Blue, Green
Navy, Beige
Brown, Yellow

•

lobo
MENS
LOMAS at SAN· PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
532( 4th ST., N.W•
LOMAS at JPAN TABO

SHO
2120 Central S.E ..
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squar~ly to where it belongs, Into

percent S\!Yeh(rge on incomes of the lap of Gerald Ford. .
h0
"We in the Congress have cut
$. 15,0 oo,:, an d you k
nowit. w
Theyj.e-1isking
to pay .for
The . more th an $25 b'll'
I Ion f'rom th e
little people. We're going to plug bt~;lget over the past six years,"
some of the loopholes that benefit said Kennedy, The President
the rich and powerful in this wanted a Wage and P-rice
country."
Commission, and within a matter
. Kennedy returned time . and of hours he got ~t. But he took
time again to the subject of
"closing;loopholes" which would
~•
benefit "the rich and powerful •.,
.
Unless Joe Kennedy's son has
•
undergone recent financial
that he five weeks to appoint someon,e to
dl'ffilcult•'es, 1't would s"'em
"'
head it up."
· ·
falls into the category of "rich
. "People want a strong Congress
and powerful," but no matter. that supports the President when
Kennedy has discovered the blue he is right, and .opposes him whcm
he is wrong."·
collar worker. •
He also attempted to dispell the
Kennedy cited the, problems of
image of the democratic party as a "the people of Massachusetts and
group of big spenders. A few New Mexico-inflation, health
malcontents have reasoned that care cutbacks, increased fuel costs
since the Democ.rats have and J'ob layoffs_·' and then parodied
1.1 d Congress l:'or all but
~~~t r~f e the past 52 ...y,ears they Ford's most recent speech to the
delight of all.
might be partially responsible for
"Eat Your Spinach"
current economic problems, but
Kennedy shifted the blame
"And what are you being asked

Ana, .y.r;;;,1S

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: lOt per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum charce, or 6t
per word per day with a 60t per day
minimum charge for ads publlsbed five
or ptore consecutive daYs with no
refund. · .
Terms : Payment must be made in full
prior 1o Insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, rm. 132

cw btl mail

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

1)

PERSONALS

I HAVE SEEN the future and it doesn't
work, Zardoz.
10/25
ONE IS A LONELY NUMBER. We'll
listen, talk, and reason, AGORA, NW
comer Mesa Vista, 277·3013, ·· 10/25
COAST GUARD OFFICER Candidate
Sllhool deadline is 1 November 1974. For
more information contact your local
Coast Guard Recruiting Omce-Phone
(505) 766·2904.
10/31
ARICA OFFERS .cxperlencial personal
growth techniques combining Eastem
tradition .t Wcstem psychology, Free
demonstration Thursrlay Oct. 24, 'I :30
PM, International Center, 1808 Los
Lomas, UNM eamp\18, .tO day Trade-In ,
in Santa Fe, Nov. 4 to Dec. 13, Contact
Arica, 305 Vera Dr., SIUita Fe, 87601.
988-2781.
10/24
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
2-«7-9819.
ttn

2)

LOST &FOUND

LOST GLASSES. Metal Photop;ray bi..
locals in brown case. Reward. Call 266•
4360.
FOUND: FEMALE, gray llat wearing flea
collar near FAC. 277·2126 weekdaY!!.
10/30
FOUND: NECKLACE an West Side of
track behind Johnaon Gym, Call 277·
10/28
3572.
'
LOST: SAMOYED. scarred n01e, lame, -45
IbiS, name Lalka. 293-7626 Reward.
10/28
FOUND: GIRL'S silver ring at Computer
Center. Contact Barbara 277-46-«6. 10/28

3)

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL TYPIS'£: mM carbonribbon, Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 29~·7147.
10/31
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. ManU8cripts,
papers, thcsil!, etc. Vert 'reasonable
rates, 3"j·3288.
10/28
PROFESSIONAL EXPERT, TYPING?
Call New Mexico Editype- 266--«567,
after A:nn pm.
10/29

Wednesday Free films
Wcdnllsuay J: rcc Pilms Thursday ,
lhig Wllck only.

10 a.m.-3 p.m.

Dream. of a Rabbit
Fiend _{1926)

3)

SERVICES

5)

TYPING, PROFESSiONAL and accurate
on IBM aeJectric. Symbo.. available.
345·707'1.
'
11/1
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
UNM pitar major, Student of HectDr
Garcia. 265·2695.
·"'
10/24
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION pbOa.
Low•t prietB In town, fut, pl. .lne.
Near UNJI. CaD ZI&·21U or CCIIIle to
1717 Girard N.E.
tfn

4)

FORRENT
~~~~----~~

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, RJder o'fernlaht
tfn
sleep tomorrow, 78&·1111. .
SUPER FINE 2·bedroom apartment wanta
roommate. $95 includes utilities, 299·
.
10/29
0362.
SLEEPING ROOM - kitchen privileges
(everything fumillhed), 3 bJoeks to
UN:M (female only) CaD: 2•2·4489.
10/29
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 2 block
UNM, Deluxe apartment 1-bdrm, $155
month includes utilities. 301 Harvard
SE. 265·6348.
10/28
ROOMMATE NEEDED (prefer female)
to abare 2-bedroom apt.. rent $80, &12
Quincy, Apt. E NE, :Mary, 265-6288
after :t P.M.
10/25
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
A.AA
Apartments. One, two, and three 1'001111.
Vf!l7 cJean, near Univeni~ and north
we~~t. 242·7814, 247-1008, 242·1871.
tfn

5)

to do," yelled Kennedy. "Clean
your plate, eat your spinach, wear
·a button and turn out your lights..
. for raising
That '!night be all right
a family, but it isn't going to stop
price increases by GM and the
major cor'porations in this
country.''
Like Marjoe "work,ing the
mikes " Kennedy built up to a
cres~endo calling on the
democrats to "do the kinds of
things we know need to be done,"
He called for educational and
health care programs, the
rebuilding of American cities, and
!Dade !1 pl~a to ".testore basic
m tegn ty ~~ our sys t~m of
government.. Whether this l~st
phrase w~ a ref~rence to Sp~ro
Agnew, R•~hard N•xon or Mary Jo
Kopechne as unclear..
..
Kenned~ ended his speech I~ a
fire and bl"lmstone manner, calhng
for those present (the saved) to
"leave this hall this morning and
. . h d . h d .,, K
d th·
JOI.n an m an. . enne Y en
exited before crappies. could come
!orth from the aud1ence to be

FORSALE

NIKORMAT FTN with 60mm fl.4 lena
and 136mm f3.6 Nikkor and cases $300.
4x6 Speed Granhic, 13 cut film holders
and case $200. KOWA SLR student
camera $66. Gunrunner Pawn, . 3107
10/24
Central NE.
OLD MmAGES, some 20 7CU'S old. $1.00
each, rO(!m 132, Marron Hall.
ttn
1970 JAVELIN SST emall VS, good gas
mileage. Fully equipped with eruebed
velvet Interior. Priced below book for
~ick sale, 294·6181.
10/29
1972 DATSUN 240-Z, Kl'een w/wbite
vinyl top, deeor, mirrors, exhaWit beadera under 10,000 miles. Excellent condl·
tion, 266-47U or 256-2678. Ask for Dee
Dee.
10/28
HIKING BOOTS-:women'a eize 7%, ex•
cellent condition, $10. GE Portable
stereo-plastic, but works, $16, 3716
Campus Blvd NE.
10/28
'69 VW, AM .t FM, best otrer, also, 19'10
Ford LTD, call 268·3638.
10/28
DIAMOND WEDDING BAND. Engagement ring set, $150. 293·2565.
10/28
SKI TOURING ol: BACKPACKING equip.
ment from the professionals at the Trail
Hous-Sales, rentalll, service, and c:linies.
Since 196'1, New Me:xico'a leading ski
touring centr-Trail Haus, 1931. San
Mateo SE. 256•9190.
10/2'

FORSALE

1971 HONDA CD 350, cuatom forkl,
handlebars, crash-bars, IJiBIIY•bar and
seat. Dual lights. Excellent condition,
$560, 345·2409 or 294·2666,
10/2•
IF YOU'RE THINKING of buyinc a bl·
cycle for Chrlstmu, to flaht inflation or
to use next year, now 11 the time. Our
winter prices are in etrect and we have
a nice aelection. The Bike ··Shop, 823
tfn
Yale SE, 842·9100,

he~~:~r

walking off stage amid
rousing cheers, Kennedy held a
press ·conference in the Civic
Audito'dum 's garage.: Speaki!lg <?n
a small s~age. tastefully bur1ed 1n
Mondrgon posters, Kennedy
vopea ted
.......
. . h'Is lov
. e 1:'~.or "th
. e l'ttl
1 . e
man" and repeatedly used the
phrase "the people of .New
Mexico and Massachusetts,'' both
of which bore a striking
rese~blence to George ,,Wall3;ce's
contmued reference to ~he bttle

man''an~".thepeopleof_Alab,ama

and ····<fill m your favol"lte state).
Asked If he .would support
Wallace for president, Kennedy'
said, "No, I would not,,

Ducks Busing · .
Kennedy was less direct in
dealing with the busing violence in
Boston. "I support court orders/'
observed the ever-pious Edward.
This is an uneasy period in
Boston, but I hope and pray that
we can provide quality education
to the young people of Boston"
He 1·so .11 1 th
:
. . a . ...e t
at a par.taal
so 1u t wn to the energy crases
would be to "tax out of
existance" ·any car which got
under 25 miles per gallon, and felt
that recognition of Cuba might
lead to lowered sugar prices 'for
American Housewives.
.f.

,__~·'LIP

PADDLEBALL PLAYERS I Put a little
sting Jn that kiJJ shot with a new racquet from The Bike Shop. 823 Yale SE,
Lip Service is a LOBO-sponsored
842·9100.
ttn
student community service which
CUSTOM GOLD weddlne 6 dinner rlnp
b7 Charlie Romero, 288·8891.
12/1 prints announcements of meetings and
EXOTIC BEADS from around the world. other affairs of student organizations.
Turquol11e 6 sliver jewelry. The Bead Announcements will normally run two
tfn days prior to and on the day of the
Shaman. Old Town.
COMPONENT STEREO·AM/FM, stereo scheduled event. Submissions for this
receiver with built-in turntable S-track
player and 2 1eta of speaken, $126, column shoUld be tal.<en to ASUNM
293·4306. •
10/25 Public.Relations/lnformation Office in·
LOVELY LONG NEW FALL knits-only Room 248 of the SUB. Please keep
$18. Better name brands at Albuquernotices short and to the point.
ClUe'e newC!llt fashion center, "Twiggy's,"
4215 Menaul NE (Next to AlbUQuerque
Tire) 255-8691.
10/25
A free public forum on subjects
EUROPEAN HEALTH SPA membership relating to prisons will be presented
for sale. $9.00 per month. 8611·2942. 0 ct. 25 at 7 p.m. in the Civic
10/25 Auditorium.
ANTIQUES: Fumiture. vintage fashions,
patchwork · quilts, photographs. Silver
There will be a Dl!mocratic Student
tfn Workers Union meeting today at 7
Sunbeam, 34.09 Central NE.
STEREO HEAD PHONES SUI, I foot p.m. in the SUB.
eord, 10ft ear padl. Unit.eil l'relaht
Sales. 3920 San Jlateo NE.
tiD
'•Galois Logic· Design" will be the
. BACKPACKERS _ Cclme tnapeat New topic of a colJoquim in Room 142 of
Jlexleo'• m 01t complete eelectlon of the Computing Center today iit 3:30
equipment at BACK COUNTRY ·p.m.
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NJII, 281-!!111.
The Collcgl! of Arts and Sciences will
20 PORTABLE TV's $30480, 441 W:rom· give the Communicative Skills Test,
lng NE, 266-6987.
10/23
which is required of all students
PADDLEBALL SPECIAL! Until Oct. 31 planning to enter the A & S c_:ollcgc, on
receive two free paddleballa with pur- Oct. 28 at 6:30p.m. in the Kiva.
chase of new racquet from $13.9& to
. $19,95. The Bike Shop SE, 842-9100.
O.rganizational meeting for Student
.
t.fn
Nurses Assoc. All nursing students arc
BICYCLES: Lowest Prie• on Git.ane and urged to come. Interested freshmen
otber fine European Bien.,., OYer 100 welcome, Fti,, Oct. 25, 4-5 p,m. in
In atock. 176 tD 1&00, WORLD CHAM·
·
PION BICYCLES. 2122 Coal PL SE, Room 231•E of the SUB.
four bloekl from UNJI. Stl-9178. tfrt
"Verifiability'• is the tol>i9 of a
KJNGSIZE WATERBEDS, S2U&, .eom• philosophy discussion to be held
plet.e aJBtem., S6t.91, lis~ S2Ui0. Friday, Oct, 25 at 3:30p.m. in Room
Water. TriPI. 1407 Central .l'IJ!i. AeroM
from Arbl•. · 288-8415.
tfo 518 of the Humanities Bldg.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME HELP WANTED. Mllllt be
avaUable Tues. ol: Thunday, 11:30 a.m ••
1:00 pm. Apply in person. University
Dair)' Queen, 2300 Central SE. 10/29

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

1r ..Ho'use
Plant ~·ale at the I
-~---------

I

1

True. Ameruan Shop
I · next to Deli· City,
1
1 Dartmouth & Central.J
I .Give .a blant a good home .

r---~~~~~~-------

Universal Studios
(1925)
Tke ~ • Walking

lngmar Bergmans

7-9-11 $1.00

&£:,,f..e.

Virgin Spring
Sub Cinema 277

-

On the· Cyprus· question,
Kennedy might have alienated the
Turkish vote (but the Turks are
after all nonbelievers) by refeiing
• to the Turkish army as "ap
occupying military force." He was
also--indignant that the Turks, who
get all. their military hardware
from the US, used American
equipment to "conquer" Cyprus.·
Where Turkey would manage to
get money to totally re-equip her
armed forces before invading
Cyprus is . a question obviously
below the •dignity of ·a Kennedy
answer.
The final act in the Kennedy
passion play occured at the airport
where crowds of the faithful were
hustled into 'a small room to
actually see and touch -the great
man. Like pilgrims kissing the ring
of the Pope, they solemly filed by
Edward the K, grateful for the
firm shake of his hand,
Kennedy's appearance surely
helped the Apodaca campaign
effort. And it surely didn't hurt
the Kennedy campaign effort.
In addition, Kennedy gave the
New Mexico bush leaguers a
glimpse of polished political
expertise they may not see the }ike
of again, or at least until Edward
Kennedy runs· for president in
1980. Or 1984.
There will be a NCHO meeting
Mon., Oct. 28 at Chicano Studies at 7
p.m. New Members welcome.
The 35th annual William Lowell
Putnam Mathematical Competition will
take place Dec. 7 Regularly enrolled
undergraduate students who wish to
enter this intcmational competition
should register in Room 426.,
Humanities Bldg, on or before Oct. 25,
Congressman Manuel Lujan will be
on the grass mall outside Mesa Vista
Hall Oct. 25 at 1:30 p.m. ,
"Accountant's Legal Liability" will
be the topic of a speech tonight at

7:30 in Room 104 of the Economics
Bldg., 1915 Roma NE. Refreshments
provided.
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